
Brass Living

Polished Brass (PU)
Solid brass, expertly polished to a high sheen, pure 
and simple with nothing added to allow the natural 
aging process or keep it polished with any good 
brass cleaning products. LV-EXT

Vintage Patina (VP)
Hand polished brass base, matt treatment before 
patination to a rich dark brown, lightly distressed 
for highlights. Finished with a durable wax coating.  
LV-EXT

Fine Antique Brass (FA)
Hand polished brass, lightly patinated and brushed  
to highlight and contrast. Finished with a durable  
wax coating. LV-EXT

Satin Brass (TW)
Hand polished, then wire brushed for a golden 
finish. Wax coated. This finish will darken with age 
unless kept polished. LV-INT

Vintage Nickel (VN)
Nickel plated brass, skilfully patinated by our team 
of craftsmen, followed by hand distressing and 
wax polishing. LV-INT

Brass Plated

Bright Chrome (BC)
Sometimes referred to as Polished Chrome, 
solid brass base, highly polished, nickel base 
coat with a durable chrome top coat. Easy to 

maintain and our most durable finish. PL-EXT

Polished Nickel (PN)
Solid brass base, finished with our beautifully 
subtle nickel plating, silver with hints of yellow. 
Superb in contemporary or traditional interiors. 
Clean with any quality nickel polish. PL-INT

Hammered Living

Polished Brass (PU)
Solid brass, expertly polished, then hammered and 
polished a second time to a high sheen, with subtle 
light refraction. Either allow the natural aging 
process or keep it polished with any good brass 
cleaning products. LV-EXT

Burnished Brass (BH)
For our hammered finishes we use a more gentle 
technique to patinate. Each piece is hand
burnished to break the surface before being
patinated, then subtly distressed, hand polished 
and waxed to give a luxurious antique finish,
highlighting every hammer blow perfectly. LV- EXT

Burnished Nickel (NH)
Polished solid brass, individually hammered, 
then nickel plated before being hand burnished, 
patinated and distressed to be finished with a wax 
finish. Eight pairs of hands before assembly, QA 
and packing. LV-INT

Hammered Plated

Bright Chrome (BC)
Solid brass hand polished then individually 
hammered, before plated with a crisp and bright 
chrome plating. Highly reflective hammer blow 
texture that is easy to maintain and our most 
durable finish. PL-EXT

Polished Nickel (PN)
As with Chrome, solid brass, polished,
hammered and re polished before being finished 
with our beautifully subtle nickel plating.
Superb in contemporary or traditional interiors. 
Clean with any quality nickel polish. PL- INT

Satin Nickel (SN)
Solid brass, polished, individually hammered a 
thousand times, and finished with a fantastic, 
flat satin nickel plating, no brushwork. A superb-
ly versatile finish that will stand the test of time. 
PL-INT

Code: LV - living finish. INT - interior use only. EXT - interior or exterior use. PL -  plated finish

Button Finishes

Antique Bronze (AB)

Satin Chrome (SC)

Only available on full leather cabinet handles such 
as Bow, Cup and Strap as button finishes.

Only available on full leather cabinet handles 
such as Bow, Cup and Strap as button finishes.

Brass Plated

Satin Nickel (SN)
Still our most popular plated finish, solid brass 
with a fantastic, flat satin nickel plating, no 
brushwork. A superbly versatile finish that will 
stand the test of time. PL-INT

Matt Black Chrome (CB)
The latest addition to our plated finishes, a four 
step process developed by our highly skilled 
team of finishers, this is a completely matt black 
plated finish. Highly durable and practical for 
interior or exterior use. PL-EXT
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